Hi everyone!
This is just a Beta version of my very first “Knüpferli” workshop!
Please feel free to send me as many feedbacks as possible, and prepare yourself for the Knupfy
Revolution!!! Coming Soon from Sardinia! :-))
You can read below, or skip it and jump to net page to see the photos... then in few minutes you
will become a Star Fish Master!!! :)

Self-Learning Workshop... no teacher needed! If you need help, just ask people around you!
Please organize in groups of three, so that every person will have to make just one star. This
will take less time and will be more fun! Please note that the three stars are not all the same:
two of them have the same shape, and the third is diferent (see below!)
Now each of you get 5 Knüpferli (15 per group of 3 persons) and start connecting! One single
person can also do the complete Star Fish making by himself all the 3 stars (see below).
One finished Star Fish is made of 3 stars, we will call them: First, Second and Last Star... so it
will be easier to know what each of you will be doing!

Team: 3 persons, 5 pieces each.
Duration: 3 minutes for a group of three (5 minutes if only one person).
Description: each Star Fish is made by 3 concentric stars (feel free to choose colors carefully,
or just go random!). Each star is made by 5 Knüpferli. We will call the 3 stars: First Star (the
one in the centre), Second Star (the one around the first one), Last Star (the one around the
edge. First Star and Second Star have same shape, same connections. Last Star is different,
because it must have a bigger perimeter, and it is also easier (and a little bit faster to
assemble).
Steps: After connecting each star, you will have 2 identical ones with overlapping
connections, and the bigger/external star with simpler connections. See photos in next page to
understand the connections of each star.
Photos: start from top left, and see the 3 sets of 3 diferent colors. Two persons will have to
follow the photos below the starting photo, and one person in the group will follow the
photos on the right. At the end, put toghether your 3 stars to make one Star Fish per group!
Which group will be faster?????????

